, Figure 3b shows the chamber with its data-gathering and control electronics. A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 4 . Ribbon cables connect the signal wires to the integrating capacitors on the 64 channel multiplex cards. After the end of the data collection period (established by the LSI-ll) capacitor voltages are sequentially sampled, digitized and stored in buffer memory. Upon command, the buffer is serially transmitted to the host computer where the data are smoothed, normalized and finally reconstructed into the beam Profile.
INTRODUCT ION
The rapidly evolving radiotherapy program with heavy ions at the Bevalac has disclosed the need for more precise beam monitoring and control. One of the key areas has been in measurements and verification of the flatness of the actual field used for therapy. The radiotherapists desire a uniformity of dose rate (number of beam particles per cm ) of better than 1% over a 20 to 30 cm diameter field size.
There are several methods of effectively generating such fields, from the preslntly utilized scatteringfoil occluding-ring sxstem"3 to a computer-controlled beam scanning system. With the present system experience has indicated that careful verification of the actual beam profile each day is very important since slight variations in beam alignment on the occluding rings can cause substantial skewing of the intensity distribution at the treatment site.2
In the past this verification has been performed by either of two techniques, film exposure followed by densitometer scans (with typically a minimum of several hours' turn around time), and the time-consuming process of scanning across the beam with a small ion chamber. Both of these techniques are cumbersome, and potentially subject to errors of the same order as the desired field flatness, so neither is considered a completely satisfactory solution to the verification question. In addition, the long time to gather and process the information precludes the use of either of these methods for interactive beam tuning. The instrument to be described here, which is just being brought on line, has been designed to fill these needs. It is a fast (design turnaround of a few seconds), sensitive (single Bevatron-pulse data gathering) and accurate (better than 3½fi% intensity resolution is expected) device which is easy to use and should fit well into the daily radiotherapy routine and in the process contribute greatly towards streamlining the program. Figure 3a , Figure 3b shows the chamber with its data-gathering and control electronics. A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 4 . Ribbon cables connect the signal wires to the integrating capacitors on the 64 channel multiplex cards. After the end of the data collection period (established by the LSI-ll) capacitor voltages are sequentially sampled, digitized and stored in buffer memory. Upon command, the buffer is serially transmitted to the host computer where the data are smoothed, normalized and finally reconstructed into the beam Profile.
MEDUSA--CONCEPT
Reconstruction into a 64 x 64 array (4 mm pixel size) is presently done on the PDP 11/34, and takes about 40 seconds. This time will soon be cut to just a few seconds when the array processor is brought on line. The algorithm employed for reconstruction is the Fourier convolution method 7,9 and is briefly described in the Appendix. Images are displayed on a Ramtek color CRT terminal attached to the 11/34, and can be viewed remotely by the accelerator operators to assist in beam tuning.
IMAGES
Figures 5 and 6 are examples of images produced by MEDUSA. Fig. 5a is an image of the beam before it has been broadened and shaped for therapy. Figure 5b 
CONCLUSIONS
MEDUSA has already proven to be a highly useful tool for heavy ion radiotherapy beam tuning and verification. In addition, it can be used for the measurement of a wide variety of beams, from x rays and electrons, to neutrons (with slight chamber modifications), and thus could find widespread applications in industrial and medical therapy beam monitoring.
I(x,y) = 12 f7 dO f X P(w,e). ei(x cose + y sine -t) lwl dw)
The integrand diverges when the range of w extends from -to -; however, if the Fourier transform P(W,e) is band-limited, I(x,y) can be approximately evaluated.
In our wire chamber, the line integrals P( 
APPENDIX Fourier Convolution Reconstruction Algorithm
If we express the two-dimensional beam intensity profile as I(x,y) in Cartesian coordinates, the electric charges collected on any given wire of the wire chamber is a line integral of I(x,y) over that particular wire.
(Actually it is proportional to the integrated value of I(x,y) covered by the length of the wire and the width extending midway toward the adjacent wires.) If the normal to the wire through the origin makes an angle 0 with the positive x-axis and the wire is at a distance t away from the origin, as shown in Figure 1 , the equation of the wire is:
L(t,e) : x cose + y sine = t
The line integral of I(x,y) over the wire is then, 
6(x cosen + y sinen -Qd).
and the Fourier transform of P(t,e) as P(w,O) = fre1o)t P(t,e) dt
The relationship between the two Fourier transforms which forms the basis of the reconstruction algorithm, is shown below. 
